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A Few People to Know:
Administration

• JJ Utley: Administrative and logistical support.

• Lyndele von Schill: The NAC program coordinator.

• Eboni Bugg: Social worker
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A Few People to Know:
Computing

• Tracy Halstead: Computing (CV)

• Chris Clark:             Computing (GB)
• Wolfgang Baudler : Computing (GB)

• Andy Murtland : Computing (NM)

• Wade Craig: Computing Security
• Pat Murphy: Information Security
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A Few People to Know:
Site Leads

• Jim Braatz: Charlottesville site coordinator for student programs.

• Ryan Lynch: GB site coordinator for student programs

• Will Armentrout: GB site coordinator for student programs

• Anna Kapinska: NM site coordinator for student programs
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Student Introductions

Charlottesville Green Bank Socorro

Local Grad

John Beasley
Casey Block
Christa DeCoursey
Thomas Forrester
Diego Garcia
Emiko Gardiner 
Maryam Hami
Abigail Harden 
Kyle Massingill
Mauricio Rodriguez
Mark Siebert
Elizabeth Teng
Savannah Woods
Josef Zimmerman

Gabriella "Lulu" Agazie
Savannah Cary
Genna Crom
Maile Harris
Isabel Hunt
Alexander Johnson 
Daniel Johnson 
Laura Leyzorek
Max Mason
Efrain Rodriguez-Arzaga
Olivia Young 

Serena Cronin
Savannah Gramze
Trevor McCaffrey 
Mihika Rao
Azia Robinson 
Nycole Wenner
Kadin Worthen

Luca Beale
Brian Kirk
Pallavi Patil 
Henry Prager  
Yiqing Song
Shrishti Yadav 

More Friends
Yvonne Ban
Malik Bossett
Danielle Bovie
Tuesday Cabang
Camille Cartwright
Derod Deal
Allison Erena
Matthew Harrison 
Jackie Hernandez
Majid Mohammed
Carlos Ortiz-Quintana 
Teddy Pena 
Aliyah Postell
Carter Russell
Abderahim Salhi
Jasmin Washington 
Autumn Winch 
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Status of NRAO and GBO

• Some employees with on-site work requirements will be returning 
to offices next week, scaling up over the summer

• Essentially all mentors will be working from home for the duration 
of the summer.  People who can do their jobs at home are 
required to stay out of the offices to keep occupancy low

• GBT, VLA, VLBA are all operating, nearly as normal

• ALMA has many unique challenges and is currently not 
conduction observations.

• We can do great astronomy in work-from-home status!
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Payday

• You will be paid biweekly through the summer

• If you turned in your direct deposit form, your first paycheck 
should have been deposited by now.  Check your bank.  If you 
notice a problem, contact JJ Utley.
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Read Your Email  (often!)

• We will communicate often by email.  It is essential that you 
check your NRAO email account regularly, several times per day.  
There will be announcements about meetings and you will be 
responsible for knowing about these.  
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Summer Student Slack Account

• If you haven’t already, join the Summer Student Slack channel!

#Students2020

• Get the link from one of the site leads, if you need it.

• Use this channel to:

• Build our summer student community
• Share science and observatory-related stories with the 

student and mentor cohort
• Create and initiate social opportunities with other NRAO 

and GBO summer participants
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More Info Sources
https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/bin/view/Main/SummerStudents2020
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Check the calendar!
https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/bin/view/Main/CVSSCalendar
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Workplace Expectations

• Work hours:  The summer student program is a full time job for the 
summer, 8h per day (not including lunch)  - you should agree on specific 
hours with your mentor.   We do expect you to work a full day every 
workday.

• Absences: Contact your mentor and local site coordinator if you need to 
be away from work for any reason.

• Dress Code: (Hey, we’re all working from home!)

• Meetings: Attend all zoom meetings you are supposed to. Call in promptly.  
Mute your line.  It is usually polite to turn on video for small group 
meetings.

• Illness: Let your advisor and Student Coordinator (Jim, Ryan, Will, Anna, 
or Lyndele) know if you or someone in your quarantine becomes ill.



Computing Expectations from NRAO 
Computing Security – Passwords/Passphrases

• Use of a passphrase is preferred to a password.  Passphrases 
are a string of words, such as “correcthorsebatterystaple”.  
They are longer than a password, easier to remember and 
inherently more secure. 

• Your NRAO password must be unique to the NRAO– it may 
not be the same as you use for your University, Google, 
Amazon, Skype, or any other institution, website or online 
resource.

• It is against Observatory Security Policy to share your personal 
NRAO password with anyone else.



Computing Expectations from NRAO 
Computing Security—Malicious Threats

• Vigilance: Be aware at all times and verify any request for 
sensitive information or when opening content from e-mail or 
web sites.

• Phishing, malware and ransomware attacks are on the rise and 
are getting more sophisticated.  The NRAO has numerous 
technical measures in place, but we are all on the front lines 
and remain the primary defense against those attacks.

• Social engineering is also a significant security concern.  It is 
much easier for an attacker to mislead or trick you into clicking 
on a link in an email or divulging information. 



Computing Expectations from NRAO 
Computing Security—Social Media Concerns

• Social Media is also a concern.  Be aware of the following:
• Oversharing of company information

• Once it’s out there, it’s there forever
• Fake profiles

• Attackers posing as your friend
• They look to gain access to, and harvest, your personal 

information
• Cute competitions/quizzes/games 

• Prevalent on Facebook
• The amount of control and access to your personal data is 

considerable (and concerning)
• The recent Facebook “create your avatar” trend divulges much 

of your personal information and gives the company behind it 
access to your contact list among other things you might not 
want them having



Computing Expectations from NRAO 
Computing Security—Copyright Violations

• Do not use torrents or peer-to-peer networks on NRAO 
networks. 

• That includes the NRAO public wifi in Socorro and CV.

• It’s illegal to violate copyright on our networks. 

• NRAO computing will know. The RIAA and MPAA will see the 
illegal copy, and will tell us.

• Be responsible. Respect copyright. It’s the law. 
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Diversity and Inclusion

NRAO Diversity Strategic Vision

To enable diversity to thrive in all areas of the Observatory in a seamless 
manner, wherein diversity becomes a natural part of the way we think about  
work, in the decisions we make, and in our behavior towards others.

NRAO Diversity Policy Statement

Our employees, essential to our success, are to be valued, treated with 
respect, and have opportunities to work in an inclusive, multi-cultural and 
gender diverse environment.
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Diversity and Inclusion
Defining Diversity at NRAO

Diversity encompasses:

• A person’s unique characteristics and experiences
• Personality, communication styles, physical characteristics, and education
• It also includes the EEOC regulations by encompassing the employment of 

females, minorities, veterans and people with disabilities, in support of 
NRAO’s Affirmative Action Plan

From a practical view, diversity is the synthesis of many human resource-
related laws and best practices. From a personal view, diversity is how we 
appear and behave towards the people we work  with or those who seek 
our service. Diversity issues also vary among organizations and change 
over time, depending on local historical conditions.  (Shrm.org)
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Respect!
• You have a right to be treated with respect, and you must 

treat everyone else with respect.  Remember that we all 
have different backgrounds, different lifestyles, different 
goals.  And we all have different levels of experience.  Not 
everyone will share your opinion, and that’s okay!

• Your respect is expected in the workplace, on social media, 
… everywhere.

• If anyone makes you uncomfortable, please contact 
Lyndele, Jim, Anna, Ryan, Will, or your mentor.



Lecture series and workshops

• We will have talks about science topics, instruments, 
and techniques throughout the summer.  You should 
attend all of these by zoom.

• Wednesdays at 4pm EDT

• There may also be other talks and activities 
scheduled during the summer and you are more than 
welcome to attend if you want, and there may also be 
meetings of research groups, for example on star 
formation and galaxies. 
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Projects and Reports
• Your mentor will describe your project to you, and let you know the 

schedule for completing various parts.  You will need to learn about 
the specifics of the analysis you will be doing, but also understand 
why the project is important in a larger context, and be able to 
convey that to your fellow students.

• If you are having trouble understanding any part of your project, ask 
your mentor for help, don’t be shy!

• BUT – try to work independently.  There will be some research to do 
online or in the library, some problems you’ll have to figure out on 
your own.  Your mentor won’t do everything for you.  Consult other 
students, too.  Use slack!  

• If you are stuck and can’t find help, ask Jim.
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Projects and Reports

• Undergrads and recent graduates will turn in a 
(minimum) 4 page report and give a 15 minute oral 
presentation by zoom at the end of the summer.  Grad 
students will be encouraged to give a talk by zoom.

• If undergrads and their advisors are happy with the way 
the project ends up, we may be able to (partially) 
support you attending the AAS meeting in January (if it 
happens) – we’ll talk more about this later in the 
summer.
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The Green Bank Workshop

Although, TBH, it looks unlikely, we are still open to a student 
workshop in Green Bank, WV on Aug 8-15.   We will conduct 
some hands-on observations, get site tours and historical talks, 
and give end-of-summer research presentations.
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The Green Bank Field Trip
• Students will stay in a bunkhouse.  Let me know if you have any 

travel concerns.

• We will tour the GBT.  You need close-toed shoes and no loose 
clothing or jewelry.  Let me know if you have issues with heights.

• Bring a sweatshirt!

• There is no Wifi or cell phone service in GB.  Also no electronics, 
including phones, are allowed by the telescopes.



Holidays 2020

May 25 (Monday)

July 3   (Friday)



Ideas on Managing Time in a Pandemic

• Mix active work (e.g. data reduction) and background reading each day

• Ask your mentor for frequent, short meetings

• Ask your mentor if the idea of “office hours” would work for unscheduled 
meetings

• Focus on creating and accomplishing goals, large and small
• Make lists!  Check things off!

• Regularly, perhaps at the end of each week, send your mentor an email with 
a list of things you accomplished, a list of things you will work on next week, 
and any questions you’d like to address in your next meeting

• Find a work partner to keep you accountable
• Try “accountability meetings” a couple of times per day

• Come to Eboni Bugg’s talk on June 3 at 1pm EDT



Questions??

(and photo)


